Don’t lose useful footage.

Maximise your viewing angle with VIP Vision™ corridor mode.

Corridor Mode is an advanced feature that allows you to make better use of a camera’s vertical and horizontal angles of view (typically in hallways and along the side of buildings). In this example using a 4MP Camera with a wide 2.8mm lens, the normal 104 degree horizontal field of view is now changed to the vertical plane. This then allows the camera to make better use of the available pixels and angle, so the camera can now see directly beneath as well as down the hallway.

This format is achieved by first installing the camera sideways allowing the lens to be at a 90 degree angle with the area it is monitoring.

Then the video image must be rotated back 90 degrees from the SETUP menu via web browser or NVR software:

- SETUP > IMAGE > FLIP > 90°
- SETUP > DISPLAY > ORIGINAL SCALE > SETUP

Select the camera channel from the list.

For more information contact your local VIP Vision™ specialist or visit vip-vision.com